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Demonstrating Carbon Capture and Storage in Canada

Last year in Hokkaido, Japan, G8 leaders committed to supporting an objective to launch 20 large-scale carbon capture and storage (CCS) demonstrations globally by 2010. This action was identified as a crucial element for the world to address the climate change challenge. Canada will host G8 nations during their 2010 meeting when this commitment is due, and we are doing our part to achieve this objective.

Moving ahead with implementing CCS on a worldwide scale is a key element of our effort to achieve our climate change commitments. As the world's largest country, Canada has the potential to play an important role in demonstrating new technologies and developing policies that will allow others to follow. This is something that Canada has always been willing and able to do. We have a resource base that is second to none, and we have the expertise to make this work.

Canada, with its world-class geological storage potential for CO2, is at the forefront of CCS technology development. Our national laboratory network, led by the National Research Council, has been at the forefront of CO2 geological storage research and development. The federal government has invested over $1.3 billion to date in projects related to CO2 storage, including the world's first commercial-scale CO2 storage project - the Weyburn-Egmont project in Saskatchewan.
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This guide is to help your research in international law and treaties. It does not include conducting legal research in foreign countries or for comparative law. To find help locating the cases and decisions of foreign jurisdictions, use the Foreign Cases and Decisions guide. To find help locating the legislation of foreign jurisdictions, use the Foreign Legislation guide.

Citation

The Canadian Guide for Uniform Legal Citation, otherwise known as the "McGill Guide," governs legal citation in Canada, including how to cite international materials. The McGill Guide is only available in print, found at KF 245 .C28 2014 (Law Reference and Law Reserve).
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this guide is intended to provide resources to help with your international legal research, not for foreign jurisdictions.

Books

Books are a good starting point for legal research. Textbooks, looseleafs and legal encyclopaedia can provide an overview of the law and references to leading cases, legislation and journal articles. Seminar materials are usually jurisdiction specific and detailed. Use the library catalogue or the library's "big search box" to find books. It will locate and link to electronic books as well as provide locations for books located on the library shelves.

General Search Options

The best place to find books and journals in our collection is the library search box. Start your search broadly and note the call number and location (e.g., Law-1st Floor) of each book.

You should use journal indexes and legal databases to locate articles. Hundreds of print and on-line legal periodicals are linked directly from the library search box.

• Library Search Box

Search many of our databases and collections as well as from traditional bibliographic sources (journal articles, dissertations, newspapers, etc.). It does not search legal databases.
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- AccessUN
  more...
- United Nations Law Collection
  more...
- United Nations Treaty Collection
  more...
- Official document system of the United Nations
  more...
- United Nations digital library
  more...

Legal Databases

The law library's web page for legal databases lists over 40 law-related databases. Many of these databases include law reviews.

HeinOnline, best known for the Law Journals Library, has several international law and treaty databases. These include:

- Foreign and International Law Resources Database
  more...
- Harvard Research in International Law
  more...
- History of International Law
  more...
- U.S. Treaties and Agreements Library
  more...
Articles

Journal articles provide in-depth information on narrow legal topics and, often, more current information than books provide. Legal databases (for example, Westlaw Canada, HeinOnline and LegalTrac) contain the full text of thousands of articles. Electronic indexes are available for legal periodicals that provide citation information to locate the articles in a journal. They may not contain the full text.

For links to further resources for finding articles, visit the research guide Finding Law Journal Articles. It is intended to help students and researchers in law by leading to information sources that will assist in finding articles.

There are also general full text sources (e.g., Summon, Google Scholar) that may provide legal articles.

Some sources may be restricted to University of Calgary users or to Faculty of Law users.

International Organization Databases

- OECD iLibrary
  
  The OECD iLibrary, the new platform giving seamless and comprehensive access to statistical data, books, journals and working papers, is now available. It replaces SourceOECD. OECD iLibrary contains all the publications and datasets released by OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development), International Energy Agency (IEA), Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), OECD Development Centre, PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment), and International Transport Forum (ITF) since 1998.

- IMF eLibrary
  
  The International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) eLibrary simplifies analysis and research with direct access to the IMF’s periodicals, books, working papers and studies, and data and statistical tools. You will find information and perspective on macroeconomics, globalization, development, trade and aid, technical assistance, demographics, emerging markets, policy advice, poverty reduction, and so much more.
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- OECD/IEA Climate Change Expert Group Papers (Working Paper Series, English)
  This series is designed to make available to a wider readership selected papers on climate change issues that have been prepared for the OECD/IEA Climate Change Expert Group (CCXG). The CCXG (formerly the Annex I Expert Group) is a group of...
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Climate Change Mitigation

Policies and Progress

This report reviews trends and progress on climate change mitigation policies in 34 OECD countries and 10 partner economies (Brazil, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, India, Indonesia, Latvia, Lithuania, the Russian Federation and South Africa), as well as in the European Union. Together, these countries account for over 80% of global GHG emissions. It covers three areas: 1) mitigation targets and goals, 2) carbon pricing instruments (such as energy and carbon taxation, emissions trading systems, as well as support for fossil fuels) and 3) key domestic policy settings in the energy and other sectors (including renewable energy, power generation and transport, innovation and R&D, and mitigation policies in agriculture, forestry, industry and waste sectors). The report is accompanied by an online country profiles tool containing more detailed information.

Authors
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116 pages

ISBN:
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9789264238787 (PDF)
https://doi-org.ezproxy.lib.ucalgary.ca/10.1787/9789264238787-en

English | Also available in: French

Click to access: PDF, ePUB
Climate Change Mitigation

Policies and Progress

This report reviews trends and progress on climate change mitigation policies in 34 OECD countries and 10 partners (including Russia, which accounts for 2% of global greenhouse gas emissions, as well as some of the 29 countries and economies included under the policies of two countries).
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Climate Change Mitigation

POLICIES AND PROGRESS

This report reviews trends and progress on climate change mitigation policies in 34 OECD countries and 10 partner economies (Brazil, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Indonesia, India, Latvia, Lithuania, the Russian Federation and South Africa), as well as in the European Union.
and 10 partner economies (Brazil, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, India, Indonesia, Latvia, Lithuania, the Russian Federation and South Africa), as well as in the European Union. Together, these countries account for over 80% of global GHG emissions. It covers three areas: 1) mitigation targets and goals, 2) carbon pricing instruments (such as energy and carbon taxation, emissions trading systems, as well as support for fossil fuels) and 3) key domestic policy settings in the energy and other sectors (including renewable energy, power generation and transport, innovation and R&D, and mitigation policies in agriculture, forestry, industry and waste sectors). The report is accompanied by an online country profiles tool containing more detailed information.
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Books and papers

Innovation, Productivity and Sustainability in Food and Agriculture
Markets that function well within a stable regulatory and policy environment are key to improving the productivity and sustainability of the food and agriculture sector. This report contains the main findings and policy lessons gained from a series...

Promoting Clean Urban Public Transportation and Green Investment in Moldova
This report discusses the main results of a project on how an influx of funds could spur development of cleaner public transport, and reduce air pollution and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in large urban centres in Moldova, by providing an analysis...

Financing climate objectives in cities and regions to deliver sustainable and inclusive growth
The investment choices we make in the coming years will either lock-in a climate-compatible, inclusive growth pathway, or a high-carbon, inefficient and unsustainable pathway for decades to come. Cities and regions, responsible for 60% of public...
Environment at a Glance

This fact-filled statistical book periodically presents key environmental indicators endorsed by OECD Environment Ministers and major environmental indicators from the OECD Core Set. These indicators reflect environmental progress made since the early 1990s and thus contribute to measuring environmental performance. Organised by issues such as climate change, air pollution, biodiversity, waste and water resources, they provide essential information for all those interested in the environment and in sustainable development. Extensive use of graphics makes country comparisons quite compelling.
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Biennial | ISSN: 19964064 (online) | https://doi-org.ezproxy.lib.ucalgary.ca/10.1787/19964064

Latest Edition

Environment at a Glance 2015

OECD Indicators

Environment at a Glance 2015 updates key environmental indicators and relevant socio-economic and sectoral indicators to track OECD country progress on major environmental issues and inform policy development and evaluation. This year's edition includes increased coverage of environment...

Click to access: PDF, ePub, READ
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Parties to agree:
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Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer (with annexes and Final Act). Concluded at Vienna on 22 March 1985
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Registered ex officio on 22 September 1988.
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The Twilight Of Customary International Law

J. PATRICK KELLY*

TABLE OF CONTENTS

I. Introduction ................................................................. 450

II. The Concept of Customary Law and the Authority Problem ................................................. 459

III. The Inadequate Authority of Customary International Law Norms ..................................................... 465
    A. The Metaphor of International Society and the Problem of Perception ........................................... 465
    B. The Methodological Problem of Determining
ties and environmental treaties of greater clarity than customary norms have been signed.\textsuperscript{358} Because there is a lack of political will, nations have not even attempted to negotiate treaties to codify the extraterritorial environmental harm principle, the precautionary principle, or other professed requirements of CIL. Concrete and effective norms require the consent of all affected states. Different societies have different interests and balance economic development and environmental sustainability in different ways. Only a bargaining process can reconcile these different interests and perspectives.

In addition to these specific concerns, there are several overarching systemic reasons why CIL should be eliminated as a source of international law in the modern era. First, the continued use and abuse of CIL has promoted cynicism and disenfranchisement of many nations and peoples. The nations excluded from this process are well aware of CIL’s historic failure.\textsuperscript{359} CIL undermines the integrity of the international legal system which in turn encourages disrespect for the entire system of international law.

Second, the CIL process does not encourage compliance. With few effective means of enforcing norms, the international system

\textsuperscript{358} The nations of Europe competed in the largest land grab in history (Africa) during the same period that the United States was attempting to impose an international minimum standard of compensation for expropriation on Latin America. For an animated account of the former event, see generally THOMAS PAKENHAM, THE SCRAMBLE FOR AFRICA: 1876-1912 (1991).


\textsuperscript{361} See, e.g., BIDJAGOUL, supra note 33, at 12-13; ANAND, supra note 211, at 3-4.
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Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer [Legislation]

Treaties and Agreements: United Nations


26 I.L.M. 1516 (1987)

**Topics:** Treaties, Environmental Law, Environmental Law, United Nations
UNITED NATIONS: VIENNA CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE OZONE LAYER
[Done at Vienna, March 22, 1985]
+Cite as 26 I.L.M. 1516 (1987)+

T.I.M. Background/Content Summary

The Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer was negotiated under the auspices of the United Nations Environment Program at a Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Protection of the Ozone Layer, held in Vienna, March 18-22, 1985. The Convention was opened for signature on March 22, 1985, and remained open until March 21, 1986. There are twenty-eight signatories to the Convention, and, as of November 5, 1987, the following states had indicated ratification, accession or acceptance of it: Australia (September 16, 1987), Austria (August 19, 1987), Byelorussian SSR (June 20, 1986), Canada (June 4, 1986), Finland (September 26, 1986), Guatemala (September 11, 1987), Mexico (September 14, 1987), New Zealand (June 2, 1987), Norway (September 23, 1986), Sweden (November 26, 1986), Ukrainian SSR (June 18, 1986), Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (June 18, 1986), United Kingdom (May 15, 1987), and United States (August 27, 1985). The Convention has not entered into force since the requirements of Article 17(1) have not yet been met.

A Protocol to the Convention, which concerns chlorofluorocarbons, was successfully negotiated in Montreal, September 14-15, 1987. The text of the Protocol appears below at I.L.M. page 1541.
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About the International Law Guide

This guide is to help your research in international law and treaties. It does not include conducting legal research in foreign countries or for comparative law. To find help locating the cases and decisions of foreign jurisdictions, use the Foreign Cases and Decisions guide. To find help locating the legislation of foreign jurisdictions, use the Foreign Legislation guide.
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International Law Websites

These websites will help find cases and decisions:

- International Law Library (WorldLi)
  Case Law; Declarations & Decisions; Law Journals; Law Reform Publications; Treaties & International Agreements
- International Courts and Tribunals Collection (WorldLi)
  Find specific courts and tribunals.
- LLMC digital
  more...

Court Websites

Cases and decisions are often through court and tribunal websites. Here is a sampling:

- International Court of Justice
  The International Court of Justice (ICJ) is the principal judicial organ of the United Nations (UN).
  more...
- International Criminal Court
  The International Criminal Court (ICC), governed by the Rome Statute, is the first permanent, treaty-based, international criminal court established to help end impunity for the perpetrators of the most serious crimes of concern to the international community.
- International Tribunal on the Law of the Sea
- UN Dispute Tribunal
- UN Appeals Tribunal

Law Reports

These databases will help you find cases and decisions:

- International Legal Materials
  International Legal Materials (ILM) contains the full texts of important treaties and agreements, judicial and arbitral decisions, national legislation, international organizations resolutions and other documents.
  more...
- JustisOne
  Includes the International Law Reports
  more...
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New Zealand v France (Nuclear Tests Case) 1995

International Court of Justice

**Summary**

Environment — Marine environment — Alleged radioactive contamination arising from French underground nuclear weapons tests in South Pacific — Request to International Court of Justice by New Zealand to resume proceedings begun in 1973 challenging legality of France’s nuclear tests — Court’s ruling in 1974 that object of dispute had disappeared because of France’s undertaking in 1974 to cease atmospheric tests — Assumption in 1974 that no risk of contamination from underground testing — Whether earlier proceedings and judgment limited to atmospheric nuclear testing or concerning all radioactive contamination caused by whatever means of testing — Developments in scientific knowledge and international environmental law since 1974 — Precautionary principle — Environmental impact assessment — Convention for the Protection of the Natural Resources and Environment of the South Pacific Region, 1986 — Whether relevant considerations for Court in determining whether New Zealand has established continuity of proceedings.

Environment — Marine environment — Alleged radioactive contamination arising from French underground nuclear weapons tests in South Pacific — Request to International Court of Justice by New Zealand to resume proceedings begun in 1973 challenging legality of France’s nuclear tests — Court’s ruling in 1974 that object of dispute had disappeared because of France’s undertaking in 1974 to cease atmospheric tests — Assumption in 1974 that no risk of contamination from underground testing — Whether earlier proceedings and judgment limited to atmospheric nuclear testing or concerning all radioactive contamination caused by whatever means of testing — Developments in scientific knowledge and international environmental law since 1974 — Precautionary principle — Environmental impact assessment — Convention for the Protection of the Natural Resources and Environment of the South Pacific Region, 1986 — Whether relevant considerations for Court in determining whether New Zealand has established continuity of proceedings.

International Court of Justice — Procedure — Application by State to reopen earlier proceedings — Paragraph 63 of 1974 Judgment in Nuclear Tests (New Zealand v France) Case — Paragraph 63 permitting New Zealand to request examination of situation if 'basis' of 1974 Judgment 'affected' — Conduct of underground nuclear weapons tests by France — Whether procedure for access to the Court Independent from Articles 60 and 61 of Statute of the Court — Whether within Court's inherent power to regulate own procedure — Whether basis of 1974
Environment — Marine environment — Alleged radioactive contamination arising from French underground nuclear weapons tests in South Pacific — Request to International Court of Justice by New Zealand to resume proceedings begun in 1973 challenging legality of France’s nuclear tests — Court’s ruling in 1974 that object of dispute had disappeared because of France’s undertaking in 1974 to cease atmospheric tests — Assumption in 1974 that no risk of contamination from underground testing — Whether earlier proceedings and judgment limited to atmospheric nuclear testing or concerning all radioactive contamination caused by whatever means of testing — Developments in scientific knowledge and international environmental law since 1974 — Precautionary principle — Environmental impact assessment — Convention for the Protection of the Natural Resources and Environment of the South Pacific Region, 1986 — Whether relevant considerations for Court in determining whether New Zealand has established continuity of proceedings

International Court of Justice — Procedure — Application by State to reopen earlier proceedings — Paragraph 63 of 1974 Judgment in Nuclear Tests (New Zealand v. France) Case — Paragraph 63 permitting New Zealand to request examination of situation if ‘basis’ of 1974 Judgment ‘affected’ — Conduct of underground nuclear weapons tests by France — Whether procedure for access to the Court independent from Articles 60 and 61 of Statute of the Court — Whether within Court’s inherent power to regulate own procedure — Whether basis of 1974...
New Zealand v France (Nuclear Tests Case) 1996
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Democratic Republic of the Congo v Rwanda  
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